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President's Mess age
BY DARRON (OPELAND, STAMFORD, (T

'ell, I survived

the convention
weekend and

really had a blast hosting and

finally showing my collection
to people who "get it". I am

pleased to report that about

75 members and their guests

attended the Metro New
York Convention. The 2010

convention was one of the
largest attended conventions

in recent memory. In fact

we had lots of first time
convention attendees like
Tim Stout, Tarun Verma,

and Rob Frazier. Every year

the numbers for convention
continue to grow which
is always a good thing.
Members Steve Viola and

Alan and Lynette Rauch

each won a $100 Marriott
gift certificate for staying at

the convention hotel. And
Wynn Wikman won a suite

upgradel And all of the

current slate of officers was

elected to another two year

term. Let's all welcome A1

Hays who will replace Bob
Kneisel as the Membership
Chairman. Thanks Bob for
the many years of dedication
you gave!

I want to take the

opportunity to thank Martin
Phillips for catering the
opening reception which
many attendees have

stated was a highlight of

the convention for them.
In addition thank you to
Howie &Vicki Gelbtuch,
Ed Rensin, Ronnette Riley,
and Pam &Jack Baker for
opening up their homes and

collections. Also special

thanks to the team at the

Stamford Marriott Hotel
and Spa, the Glass House,

the Durst Organization and

member Mark Reiss who
all played a major role in
making the convention such

a success.

And finally, we thank Harry
Misuriello and wife Julia
Oliver who have agreed to

host the 2011 Metro DC
convention. 5fi1

BY DAVID ROGOWsKl,

ARLINGTON, VA

rganizers ofthe
"Metro NewYork
Convention," this

year's Souvenir Building
Collector's convention,

outdid themselves. I had

hoped to publish updates

throughout the weekend,

but activities from morning
till midnight prevented

me a pause to post. We

began Friday with tours

of Philip Johnson's Glass

House. The 2-hour long
tours gave us insight into
the man, his creations and

collections (art). SBCS

President Darron and

husband, Martin, hosted

a reception at their home

where attendees swarmed

both the large collection of
miniature buildings and the
home-made buffet dinner.
Ed R. also brought some of

his favorite buildings and

displayed them in dramatic
style in the garage.

Early Saturday morning
began with the famous and

fast-paced SBCS swap meet.

Convention goers then took
50-minute train ride into
Manhattan visit Ronnette
R's collection in
her office atop the Empire

(ontinuedonpage2 )
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Recent Collecting Experience(s)
BY PAUL (ROWTHER, SEATTLE, WA

The (mis)adwentures of a budget-
minded collector: a drama in three Acts

ACT 1: The Wal.ward Birthday Present

Those of us on a budget don't hang out
on the well-lit corners of eBay. Instead
we search in its dark alleys for buildings
listed in ways that collectors with deeper

pockets don't have to frequent. So I was

thrilled to find an oddly listed Blackpool
Tower Moneybox (MM#296). An
impending birthday loosened the

budget's constraints just enough for me

to be the lucky winner for roughly $50.

The budget told me to go for the

cheaper shipping option - with no
tracking. But as I got another year
older, and another month beyond that,
my present had not arrived. Did I tell
you it was coming from Britain? And
in the meantime a volcano in Iceland

had turned air travel - and postal
service - into a crapshoot. The seller

was not at fault; he had mailed it within
two days of auction close and ahead

of the eruption I thought. But with no

tracking number, neither of us could
get either postal service past'volcano' as

the answer. After six weeks I no longer
expected to see my prize; it clearly had

been sacrificed to the Icelandic Pele.

But the volcano was innocent. The
Blackpool Tower is apparently a

terrorism suspect. At least the metal
miniature of it is. It's on the Do-Not-Fly
list. How do I know? A large orange

label tells me so:

DO NOT FLY.
THIS ITEN{/BAG CONTAINS

GOODS WHICH
ARE NOT PERMITTED TO FLY.
SEND BY SURFACE MAIL ONLY

That orange label was on a small

package in the mail box 7+ weeks after
the auction end. And the Tower is still
on the Dining Room table; after such a

long wait, I'm not ready to see it '1ost' on
the shelves w/ all the rest.

(ontinued on page 8 )
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State Building. Views from
the 74th floor made most of the real
building of Manhattan appear like
miniature themselves. While in the city,
we also toured the Bank of America
Tower at One Bryant Park, which
is the world's most environmentally
responsible high-rise office building,
and Grand Central Terminal. Howie,
our talented tour guide, kept everyone

together with his colorful stick raised

high in the air - not unlike Liberty's
torch. We returned to the hotel for
drinks, dinner, a lively auction and the

raffle of souvenir buildings.

On Sunday morning, some worm-
catching early birds stormed the

Elephant tunk Flea Market in search

of souvenir buildings. Others enjoyed a

gourmet breakfast at Howie G.'s place

while drinking in his delicious home

decorated with his impressive collection.

Hand-made arrows lead

the way as the tour continued north to
see building collector Pam's amazing

mid-century home and miniature
building display. It was another feast

for the eyes, with spectacular art and

furniture, and a feast offood featuring
amazing sandwiches and salads.

Convention-goerJoe K. stopped at
the Elephant's trunk Flea Market and

found an unusual silver-plated metal
Equator Monument. Nice find, Joe! It
was then a mad dash in all directions as

conventioneers caught planes, trains and

cars home.

Editor's Note: You canfolloru Daaid's
internet building blog at
wwzo. b uil dingco / / e c tor. co tn
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ACT 2: The Case of the Missing
Museum ... and playing cards, and
Liberty Bell, and Capitol trivet ... and
headless Lincoln.

Who collects all the junk on eBay

mystifies me. To me that junkjust
gets in the way of its prime function:
building collecting. Yet sometimes
that extra junk camouflages a find in
a'box lot'where some estate picker
dumps an odd group of items into a

single eBay photo. So among one such

rather patriotic assemblage were a few
very dusty buildings - mostly the usual
D.C. suspects - Liberty Bells, Lincoln
figures and the like. Yet there was also

a Chicago Museum of Natural History
and an odd Kennedy Center. So I hit
Buy-It-Now and for $35 I expected a

couple finds, a few unneeded extras and
lots of flotsam to arrive in time.

No long delays with this one. My
jumbled finds quickly arrived wedged
into a budget-minded shipper's best
friend - a USPS flat rate box. But the
shipper took economy to the extreme

- little packing material between items
and none between them and the box
itself. There was some bubble wrap - a

few remnants only. Many things got
only a single paper towel. The fragments
at the box bottom proved that the
seated Lincoln, one Liberty Bell and

the Kennedy Center were plaster with
metallic-looking coatings. Although pot
metal, poor Miss Liberty was almost
sheared from her cityscape.

One other trick to making sure things
fit into the advertised flat-rate shipping:
there was no museum ... or playing
cards, or large liberty Bell or Capitol
souvenir trivet. When asked the seller

was "perplexed" at how the items weren't
there and disappointed by the 'rough
handling' ofthe box by the postal
service. Not satisfied, I asked for a full
return. In an initial response, the seller
said OK. A second response hours later
was more defensive with the warning
that any refund would be pro-rated if
my return shipping was at all careless or
casual. I had said I would be using his

box and all his packing materiall

It was time to pu1l eBay into this now
schizophrenic exchange. That evening

I opened a forrial dispute noting that
I no longer felt comfortable with the

seller's managing the refund process. His
response came the next morning: a fu1l

refund and a tirade against me. He was

not willing to pay for return shipping
and that I could keep my "free" items.

But I should never bid on any ofhis
auctions in the future. That was his 'on

the record'response and it closed the

eBay dispute.

The end right? Naahhh. Within days

I began getting e-mails asking when
he could expect the return of the items.

He's up to three so far. Will I return
them? Gladly. Broken and unbroken
all. But only after he sends payment for
return shipping in advancel

ACT3: Hrppy Ending
Sometimes the budget conscious eBayer

is rewarded with no detours through
security precautions or Crazy Seller

Land. Floating among all the auto parts
in eBay's auto zone recently was a true
prize: a large round wood box whose lid
was a chrome disc with a replica of the

GM Technical Center's Water Tower
at its center. It immediately went on my
watch list.

The eBay photo recalled one in a favorite
book of my teenage years - a low slung
office complex around a lake with a

soaring tolver at its center. The Warren,
MI, complex was designed by Eero
Saarinen in best corporate International
Style. Saarinen was also the architect
of St. Louis' Gateway Arch, the TWA
terminal at New York's JFK Airport and
the original Dulles Airport. So this is no
plain Jane water tower.

I was the only bidder - at $35 - and it
arrived -- just days after the wa).ward
Blackpool Tower -- in a large box with
plenty of packing material. A bit anti-
climatic but I am just fine with that.
Drama is highly over-rated. !${.
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Space Needle Pen
BY DARRON (OPELAND, STAMFORD, (T

ust like some of my
other niche building
categories (salt/pepper,

pencil sharpener and cuff
links); I have decided to

collect writing instruments
shaped like towers. I thought
the following information
might be helpful for anyone

interested in adding a
Space Needle Pen for their
collection. I had contacted

a seller on eBay from
Carlsborg, Washington
who had sold me a Space

Needle Pen and he shared

some interesting information
about it that I thought I
would pass on to our members. I also

gave a pen to Howie Gelbtuch, Pam
Baker, Ed Rensin and Ronnette Riley as

a gift for allowing our members access to
their collections for the 2010 Metro NY
convention.

The following came directly from the
eBay Jisting. Unlike some versions

of this Seattle Woild's Fair 72" tall
hardwood Space Needle pen and base

previously sold on eBay, this is the
absolute authentic original item--still in
its original, unopened box and with its
original engraved base! (Ifyou bought
one ofthese without an engraved base,

you do not have an authentic original.
Although those particular items were
indeed created from original leftover,
unassembled parts, they were put
together in the 1980's--25 yearc after the
fair--and do not have engraved bases.

The item I am offering was created,

assembled, and package d in 79 67-79 62
just prior to and during the 7962 Seattle
World's Fair--and has engravings on
both sides of the base. On one side is the
Century 27 logo of the fair; on the other
side are the words "Seattle World's Fair
7962".Th\s item comes in its unopened,
nearly perfect condition box which
has a drawing of the Space Needle on
one side, images ofWashington state

attractions on a second side, descriptions
offair events on a third side, and aplace
to address for mailing on the fourth side.

The seller (Gary) knew a lot about
these pens because he helped his father
assemble these for the World's Fair.

The following is the response that Gary
sent me when I asked about the box
assembly. 'Al1 I remember about boxing
the pens is that they weren't yet off the
assembly line when the fair opened---
and so by the time they were ready, it
was a mad dash to get them into the
boxes and distributed. As teenagers, my
siblings and I weren't too pleased with
all that pressure, and it's only because

they were so late in getting onto the fair
grounds that any were left over at all.
They'll soon be history, though, even in
my family, as we're now down to the last
few."

Many Space Needle pens and hundreds
like it that were meant to be sold at the
fair, but weren't ready in time and were
filed away, then recently rediscovered,
restored and put on sale for fi79.62 rn
the Space Needle gift shop back in
2002. And for fans of the television
show "Frasier", when the show taped
its 100th episode, it was reported that
cast members were given a wooden
Space Needle pen first crafted for the
1962 World's Fair. Apparently if you
look hard and you will see one on Roz's
(Frasier's wise cracking producer) desk
on the show. SBI

Searchi.g for Souvenir Buildings in Italy
BY TOM DINAPOLI, BATON ROUGE, [A

efore my son Ben heads off to
the University of Georgia this
fall, my wife and I wanted to do

something special together. When we
asked him if there was anything he'd
really enjoy doing as a family his answer
was immediate: "Let's all go to ltaTy!"
- which is just what we did for three
weeks this summer.

With the help of an old friend, who
owns her own travel agency and is
herself Italian, we planned a trip that
took us to Tuscany and Umbria. At
Randy Rea's suggestion I agreed to write

a short account of my efforts to find
souvenir buildings. And as on other
trips I ve taken, I was hopeful - though
hardly overconfident - I'd find some rare
one-of:a-kind souvenir buildings, with
metal being the only stipulation. But
as on most of my other trips this time
too proved disappointing. Itjust doesnt
seem as though souvenir buildings are

being cast nowadays in metal.

There were to be sure lots and lots of
souvenir buildings, but predictably all
were non-metal, with the majority resin
or worse plastic. Typical of the ones

I came across are those of Florence's
Duomo, Pisa's Leaning Tower,

Ravenna's St. Apollinare, Sienna's

central plaza and the same plaza on a

metalized ashtray.

(ontinuedonpagel0 )
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Towards the end of our trip in the town of Lucca, and getting
desperate, I did find a metalized replica of the Guinigi family
palace, complete with its signature tree-topped tower. The

trees are Holm or Holly oaks or as they are known in Lucca
(Ilex trees is an original Latin name for them). I found the

model not in the palace itself but in a souvenir stall located

in the cathedrulfor the equivalent of about $25. Though
initially against getting it because it wasn't metal, I was finally
convinced to buy it by my son and wife who felt it was the

closest I'd come to one made of metal. And since it was the

only one the seller had and was a model of a local landmark I
decided to get it. We then set out to locate the actual building
which had belonged to a wealthy patrician family. Today it's a
museum from whose tower tourists have a wonderful panorama

of Lucca. Pictures of it are common on postcards and tourist
brochures of the city. Interestingly, we didn't see another such

model in any of the souvt,:rir shops in Lucca, so while not metal
per se, it is nonetheless scarce.

Before flying back in mid-June we spent a day and a half
in Milan where I saw lots of plastic or resin replicas of the
imposing Duomo. By chance on a side street near our hotel
I came across a small shop - or more accurately an artisan's

studio - with a small, medium, and large METAL version of
Tlrrin's Mole Antonelliana in the window. Though I have all

three sizes I was curious to see what else the shop had since

these were the only metal souvenir buildings I'd seen on the

entire trip. We went in and I inquired about their price since

they didn't have any tags on them and also whether any other
metal replicas were available. The shopkeeper told me the

replicas in the window weren't for sale at all since they served

as models for the molds the shop produced to cast the resin
souvenirs that were sold to retail shops in the city. Thus foiled
again, it was nonetheless an interesting footnote to my fruitless
search for metal souvenir buildings in Italy. 5!li
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SBCS Members to Participate
in Major National Building
Museum Exhibition
BY HARRY MISURIELLO, ARLINGTON, VA

falr"al arrangements are in place for SBCS members

H ,o loan pieces from their collection to the National
I Building Museum (NBM) exhib:cion "Designing
Tomorrow-America's World's Fairs of the 1930s" to be held
October 2010-July 2077 in Washington, DC. The exhibit
will also go on tour to other museums around the country for
another year following the NBM show.

The exhibition will highlight six world's fairs held in the US:
NewYorkWorld's Fair (1%9-a0); Great Lakes Exposition,
Cleveland (7936-37); Century of Progress Exposition,
Chicago (19X-34; Golden Gate International Exposition,
S an Francisc o (79 39 - 40) ; C alifornia Pacifi c International

Exposition, San Diego (1935-36); and the Texas Centennial,
Dallas (1936.)

It will be a big show-7,000 square feet in seven halls. The
SBCS buildings will be distributed throughout the exhibit
in display cases and special kiosks. The SBCS and our
participating members will be acknowledged for their
contributions. The museum is a popular attraction for
Washington, DC tourists. The NBM draws 400,000 visitors
annually and more than2.5 million web visitors who will be

exposed to the SBCS. The exhibition will still be open during
the SBCS annual convention July 10-72,2077 inWashington,
DC.

SBCS members are now finishing the paperwork to put the
souvenir buildings on loan to the NBM for the two years the
exhibit will run in Washington, DC and on tour. A number
have already been delivered to the NBM curators. Join us at

the annual convention in our Nation's Capital next year to see

our SBCS members'pieces on display in a leading museum!

In Memory Of

Charles A. Evers, 58, of Philadelphia, an architect whose

love of historic structures took him all over the wodd,
including several expeditions to Egypt, died ofa heart attack
Wednesday, March 31, at his home.

Mr. Evers worked on the restoration of more than a dozen

historical structures and sites in the area, including the Roman
and Etruscan galleries at the University Of Pennsylvania

Museum Of Archaeology and Anthropology, the Flort Mifflin
Commandant's House in Philadelphia, and the Rogers

Locomotive Works in Paterson, NJ. He also created master

plans for several churches throughout the country.

Mr. Evers sometimes took a month offto visit Egyptian ruins
orLlbya,where he sketched the layout of temples and other

structures archaeologists were excavating, his family said.

Plans he drew on a February trip to Egypt's Malqata
complex depict a large open structure with some stairs,
walls, and rubble throughout, all with meticulously matched

measurements.

He loved anything that had to do with buildings or
structures, family and friends said. He had a vast collection
of miniature buildings from all over the world.

He also loved the fine arts. He bought works mostly from
emerging local artists and students. His eclectic collection
decorated his home, floor to ceiling and wall to wall.

Since his death, Mr. Evers' sister Christine Finn has been

moving his art to her basement. The assortment ranges from

abronze like coiled snake with a cat head to a large painting
of a dusty-looking U.S. map.

Having specialized in historic preservation, Mr. Evers was

well-known among the Philadelphia region's history and
architecture buffs. He was a member of more than a dozen
societies a:nd organizations, some of which he founded.

Mr. Evers was an adjunct professor of architecture at

Drexel University. He took his students on city tours,
explaining the history and architecture of its many buildings.

A gentle and soft-spoken man who often wore bow ties,
Mr. Evers, surprisingly, was the life of the party atfamily
gatherings and social events. He loved to dance and would
show off ?0s and'50s movies, his family said. His favorite
was the jitterbug.

Mr. Evans was born in Philadelphia. When he was 6, his
family moved to Haddonfield, where he graduated from high
school in7970.

He went to the Netherlands for a one-year exchange

program before enrolling at Penn, where in 7975 he received
a bachelor's degree in design of the environment.

He completed three years of an architecture master's

program at Penn. It was then, and shortly afterward, that he

took most of his expeditions to the Middle East.

Editor\ Note: Charlie was the coordinator and bostfor tbe 2005
SBCS Conoention in Philadelphia.

Chades Evers, architect, preservationist & building collector
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